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The apparatus that is currently in use at Argonne for these
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measurements is shown scher. itically in Fig. 1.

Magnetically-analyzed

molecular-ion beams from Argonne's 4-MV Dyr.amitron accelerator are colligated
to have a rcaximmn angular divergence of tQ.O9 carad at che target position.
A set of "pre-d^flector" flutes permits electrostatic deflection of the beam
incident on the target.

Similarly, a set of "post-defleetors" is used to

Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439
deflect charged particles emerging from the target.
During the past year, we have invested our efforts primarily
into Che following areas:

—4
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a)

Studies of nolecular-ion dissociation in gaseous targets.

b)

Developing an understanding of the origins of "central

Charged particles entering

the electrostatic analyzer are energy-analyzed with a relative resolution of

* The angular acceptance of the .inalyzer is ±0.11 nrad. Distributions

in angle and energy are made for particles emerging fror. the target by varying
the voltages on the pre-deflector and/or post deflector in conjunction with
peaks" and of the two (as we believe, related) phenomena
that on the analyzer.

Neutrals are energy-analyzed by first stripping them in

of the "transmission" of fast moleculIT ions through
a %100-X thick carbon foil located just ahead of the analyzer.

The overall

thin foil targets and of Lhe production of neutral
angular resolution is ±0.15 mrad (0.008 degrees).

Select ion of the required

fragments from collision-induced dissociation of fast
charge state for particles leaving the target is facilitated by a suitable
noltiCLilnr project iles.
combination of pre- and post-deflection.
c)

The optical cotr.binat ion also rejects

Studies exploring chn extent to which high-resolution
spurious incident bt:ams (e.g. pre-dissocinted fragments arising fron
measurements on dissociation fragments can be used to
determine the steroecher.icai. structures of the molecular
ion5 in the incident beam.

d)

interactions in residual gas upstream from the target).

Elaborate precautions

are taken to ensu:j Lhat no carbon buildup occurs on the target foils.
target can also be used in lieu of foils.

A gas

For coincidence measurements, there

Extensive modifications to the beam-line and apparatus at the

are two movable (computer-controlled) detectors available in the detector

4-MV Dynamitron so as to permit a wide variety of coincidence

chamber located upstream fron the electrostatic ana .yzer (see Fig. 2 ) .

ceasurements on fragments from collision-induced molecular-ion

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show typical distributions measured for H^ ,

dissociation.

3

H G H , and H e . + projectiles.

Figure 6 illustrates the nar.aer in which parameters determined in the
LAB fran;e are related to those in the COM frame.

In the LAB frame, we measure

That is, this I.VB volume is directly proportional, to the volume element in
COM velocity space.

This simple and convenient relationship is a consequence

the yield of a dissociation fragment as a function both of its angular shift

of the snallness of v/V ; the vector V is almost parallel to V (Fig. 6) and
o
o

(6 or equivalently, 6 ) from the direction of the incident beam (^-direction)
x
y

so the transformation between LAB and COM frames, which in velocity space is

and of its energy shift (AE) from the value E = 1/2 m f V

a simple displacement of the origin by V , also amounts (to a good approxiisation)

corresponding

to the fragment's share of the projectile's kinetic energy (ra. is the

to a linear transformation between the LAB (0 , 9 , AE/E) fraae and the COM

fragment's :sass, and V 'is the beam velocity).

v ilocity frame-

These LAB variables are

For a diatomic projectile, the Coulomb potential energy immediately

related in a sinple way to the asymptotic COM velocity v acquired by a
fragment following the dissociation of a projectile.

after the loss c f the binding electrons is Z- Z e /r, where Z. and Z_ are the

Since the momentum

ef factive charges on the ions as they begin to separate from an initial

transfer is very small in most of the collisions leading to dissociation
at these incident energies, we can assume that the projectile COM is
undeflected in the collisions.

If ? - V

+ v

is the asymptotic LAB

velocity of the fragment, then, for v << V

equal to the ator.ic numbers of the fragments.)

This Coulomb energy is

typically several tens or even hundreds of eV.

In comparison, we cay normally

neglect the small energies of vibrational and rotational motion that the
6

x

- v /V ; 6 = v /V :
x o
y
y c

(la)

projectile may possess at the beginning of the Coulomb explosion.

The COM

velocity subsequently achieved by a fragment of mass ra is then
2

2

AE = 1/2 ra, (V - V ) % nuv V ,
I
O
I ZO

(lb)

AE/E » 2v /V .
z o

(lc)

(3)

where y is the reduced mass.

[In some cases, e.g. when treating dissociation

The approximation in Eq. (lb) amounts to ignoring terras with relative

in a gas target, it is obviously more appropriate to write Eq. (3) in terzs

magnitude *w/Vo_ (typically, v/V

of the proper dissociative potentials for the electronic states involved.]

^ 5 * 10

for the cases considered here).

From the foregoing, one sees that the diameter of an observed ring

The (LAB) volume element in (6 ,9 , AE/E) space is then

pattern is approximat .ly proportional to the geometric mean of the effective
T =" 66 59 S(A£/£) = IV ~ 3 <5v 6v fiv .
x y
o
x y z

(2)

charges on the fragments and inversely proportional to the square root of the

^ .id length.

The central peak region in the cases of both gas and foil targets

Experiments with several species of diatomic molecular-ion

projectiles

have established that the bond lengths obtained from such

can be accounted far

in terns of those dissociations that produce one charged

data agree well (typically within 0.01 &) with calculated values whew che

and one neutral fragment.

effe tive charges Z

transition of che projectile to an excited electronic state which then decays

and Z_ arc chosen to have values that give the correct

stopping power. The width of the "rim" of a ring pattern reflects the

For gas targets, this occurs via a collision-induced

dissociatively yieLding a neutral and a charged fragment.

Such processes are

distribution D(c) of che internuclear separations in Cne projectiles and this

favored in the large-impact-parameter collisions that are possible in gases.

in turn is dependent upon the population of vibrati..nnl and electronic states

For this type of excitation the resultant COM velocity acquired b> the

in the incident beam.

fragments can be small (*-0,l eV, say) if the initial internuclear serration
is large [i.e. on the tail of the distribution D(r)].

Such fragments, although

Wake effects manifest themselves in slight distortions of the
arising in only a snail fraction of. the dissociations, are detected for all
shape of a ring pattern and in a redistribution of the intensity around the
initial projectile orientations and thus give rise to the large central peak.
ring.

As is to be expected, the ring patterns observed for fragments
For foil targets the central peak can originate in two nain ways.

arising from dissociation in gas targets show no sign of wake effects
(e.g. Fig. 5). These patterns do however display a dominant central peak.
The first high-resolution measurements on foil-induced dissociation
oi energetic beams of HeH

revealed the presence of a small central peak in
4
the ring pattern obtained for the resulting protons.
The authors suggested

For very

thin foils corresponding to dwell times ri 10

fragment nay originate and survive inside the foil.

longer dwell times a neutral and 3 charged fragment may be produced through
capture of one or more electrons by one fragment at or near the point of
exit from the foil.

(Strictly speaking, the capture leads to the formation

of a dissociative molecular state.)
and of

He

froa 3-MeV

were observed
He

He

(all for thin foil targets).

No central peaks

£or protons from 2.97-MeV 0H_+ and 3.25-MeV CH + or for

from 3-MeV

He^ .

Following this work, studies on Che central peak

observed for H

froa the foil-induced dissociation of H_

to both higher

and lower '

of the experimental data.

beam energies.

have been extended

Figures 7 and 8 show some

sec a neutral

For thicker foils and

explosion develops.

Insido the, foil a normal Coulomb

If the ' Jia"! intcrnucl^ar separation is large, the

Coulomb explosion is weak and the fragments emerge with very low relative
kinetic energy.
patterns.

This results in central peaks being observed in the rir-g

The relative intensities of the central peaks are obviously

sensitively dependent upon such factors as awe11 time, D(r), fragment charge,
beam velocity, capture cross sections, etc.
Refs. 3, 6 and 9 ) .

(for a fuller discussion, see

By performing coincidence measurements between H
290-keV H.

bombarding a 2-ug/cm

and H

carbon foil, Laubert and Chert

elegantly demonstrated the connection between the H

from

have

central peak and the

associated K .

reveals

state of the emerging (but "non-exploding") ions a transmitted molecular ion
may result.

There is thus a direct correlation between the observation of

central peaks and of transmission.

A close inspection of the ring pattern for H
H^

If the electron capture at the exit sur face takes place into a bound

from foil-dissociated

that the central peak is actually more like a central ridge than

demonstrating that the internuclear separations for transmitted H_

where the internuclear axis is approximately normal to the beam direction.
We believe that this reflects an orientation-dependence of the electron-capture
probability of the two protons as they emerge from the foil.
Further evidence for these orientation-dependent effects is to be

The relative smallness of the central peaks (Figs- 4 and 9) and of
the transmission

for HcH

as compared with H_ , is a consequence of the

narrowness of the potential well [and thus of the distribution D(r)] for
HcH

as compared with \\^ . In addition the higher nuclear charges and

smaller equilibrium internuclear separation in HeH
Coulomb explosion.

bonbardnent of thin foils. These patterns (Fig. 9) may be considered

as consisting of two components: a) a central peck (a small central peak— not
visible in Fig. 9— sits in the center of the pattern for HeH ) , and b) a ring
that is enhanced fjr transverse orientations (or possibly reduced for in-line
orientations).

In the case of HeH , the orientation-dependence of the ring

actually creates a d'p In the forward direction.

The rings correspond to

Coulomb exploding diatonic clusters whose explosion is truncated at the exit
surracj by electron capture (the dependence of the ring diameter on target
thick:.ess confirms this).

The central peaks for H° are attributable to

projectiles that lose their binding electrons, but do not explode appreciably
in the target. These are incident projectiles having large initial internuclear
separations.

The neutral hydrogen then arises from capture at the exit surface.

[For very short dwell times (HO

sec) there may also be a contribution from

neutrals whose electrons are contained in the incident projectile.]

in the H

produce a more rapid

A further factor is the necessity for capturing two

electrons in the case of HeH
HeH

ions are

indeed much larger than the average for rh*» Incident bean.

a peak (see also Fig. 3 ) . The ridge extends in a direction corresponding to
projectile orientations (referred to here as "transverse orientations")

Figure 10 shows the result of a measurement

ring pattern for HeH

transmission or in the case of a central peak
projectiles.

Similar considerations explain

the absence of both central peaks and transmission when thin foils are
bombarded by C0 + , 0 + , O H * , 0H + , CH + , etc.1
From an analysis of the ring patterns obtained with thin foil
targets, on: can determine D(r), the distribution of internuclear separations
in the incident projectiles.

Figure 12 shows the population of vibrational

states corresponding to the measured D(r) for an H~

beam.

It is evident

that the incident beam is considerably "cooler" than would be expected, say,
on the basis of a Franck-Condon distribution.

This preferential population

of the ground and low-lying vibrational states Is characteristic of our
measurements on a great variety of molecular-ion beans.

Our measured

D(r)

are not detectably dependent on ion-source parameters over the range that
these can be varied.
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For dilute gas targets most collisions are much less violent than
for foil targets.

On the average fewer electrons are removed rtlid there is thus

a greater probability for dissociation into less highly charged fr> gmentsOne therefore expects to observe dissociation nodes in which the molecular
projectile, during a collision with a target atom or molecule, makes a

(Vibrational excitation to continuum states is

expected to be relatively infrequent at high projectile velocities.

Using

the (known) potential curves shown in Fig. 12, and the distributions D(r)
extracted from data obtained with foil targets, one can analyze the gas
target data (e.g. Fig. 5) ^o determine the role played by various excited
electronic states of the projectiles H 2 + and HeH+.

Calculations indicate that for not-too-

complicaLed molecular ions containing a small number of atoms, bond lengths
and bond angles should be measurable to accuracies of about 0.01 % and 1°,
respectively.

Although this level of accuracy is poor compared with that

attainable with photon techniques (when they can be applied), it is

vertical transition to an excited electronic state that then dissociates
into separate fragments.

an accuracy of ibout 0.01 S.

We find that for H 2 + about

sufficiently good to be of value in resolving many conflicts between predictions
from structure calculations.

Furthermore, this level of accuracy should be

good enough to help practitioners of the photon techniques to zero in on the
frequencies of their (usually very narrow) resonances.

It is therefore

of considerable interest to explore the extent to which these techniques with
high-energy beams may be employed to determine the geometrical structures of
polyatomic molecular-ion projectiles.

VOZ of the dissociat-'.ons proceed via the Coulomb (totally ionized) state
Following an initial joint experiment
and about 10% via the 2,-TT

electronic state [leading to H

with the University of Lyon

and H° (n = 2)].
and the Weizmann Institute on the structure of H- > we at Argonne have made

It would be interesting to perform beam-gas spectroscopy measurements with
a seiies of studies on somewhat more complicated molecular-ion species.
H-' bea^is to verify that the n = 2 state in hydrogen is strongly populated.
Figure 13 displays energy spectra for various charged fragments from
Analysis of the HeH

gas data is more complicated because a 2-eler.tron
3.5-MeV CO^

projectile is inovlved.
by the He

(Is) T H

and N-0

dissociating in carbon foils.

However the dissociation is clearly dominated

channel resulting from formation of the iso electronic

14
their ground and low-lying states are known

These molecular ions in

+
to be linear; but while CO.

state or HeH*"1".
cursory inspection of the spectra in Fig. 13 (merely counting the peaks) one
High-resolution studies of fragments £rom the njllision-ii.Huced

can immediately deduce the main features of these structures (i.e. their

dissociation of fast molecular-ion beaas offer attractive possibilities for

linearity and the order of atoms).

determining the stereochemistry of the projectiles.

lengths and angles, a much more detailed analysis is required.

We have already noted

that bend length-; for several diatomic projectiles have been measured with

Of course, to extract accurate bond
However,

this example does point to the power of the technique in determining grocs
structures.

11
Figure 14 shows again how gross structure features are readily
observed in such measurements— in this instance for the series CH

(n = 0 — 4 ) .
n

choosing cor study a linited subset or the incoming proj ectile orientations.

Here one also sees clear evidence of the Jahn-Teller distortcn of the

For the data shown in Fig. 15, only those 0H 2

methana Ion.

trailing ar. selected.

We have performed many measurements of this type— i.e. high-resolution
studies of individual fragments in particular charge states.

Except for

very simple and/or highly symmetric ions (H_ , C_ , etc.) such measu-ements
on single fragments yield only gross structure information.
our measurements oa C

post-deflector and electrostatic analyzer voltage settings amounts to

fragments from 3.6-MeV C-H»

For example,

ions in which one proton is

\ simple analysis of these data gives the bond length

to be 1.0 ± 0.04 X and the H-O-H bond angle to be 110 ± 2° in agreement with
results obtained from optical measurements

(the OH,, ion is one of the eight

polyatomic molecular ions whose structures have thus far been measured with
photon tcchnqiues).

ions dissociating in
Although foil-induced dissociation has the virtue that essentially

thin foils demonstrate only that the carbons sit on the corners of an
every incident projectile dissociates violently into individual highly .charged
approximately equilateral triangle.

[That is, wa have a beam of cyclopropenyl
monatomii- ions, there are complications in the data analysis where one must

ions and not propargyl ions (which are linear in carbons).] Similarly, our
take into account wake effects, target thickness, charge-state distributions,
measurements on single fragments from 0H 2

show only that the protoni are
and multiple scattering.

equivalent and that the oxygen is "in the middle".

These problems do not arise if one uses a dilute gas

The accuracy in determining
target in which single collisions predominate.

With gas targets however,

the bond length and bond angle is poor (^0.1 & and ^10°, respectively).
there is the problem that most of the dissociations proceed through weak
For polyatomic ions, particularly those having low symmetry and/or
Coulomb explosions between ions having low charges.

Also, the product

many atomic constituents, the structures can be much more precisely determined
fragments frequently include diatomic and polyatomic species.

Thus the

if spatial and tenner?! coincidences can be recorded for two or more
foil-induced and gas-induced dissociations tend to give complementary information
dissociation fragments from a given projectile.

With this in raind, we
and in studying any given projectile it is desirable to use both types of

recently revised the apparatus at Argonne so as co permit a wide variety of
target.

At Argonne we have recently begun triple coincidence measurements,

coincidence measurements (see Figs. 1 and 2 ) . We can presently measure
e.g. on the pair of protons and the N
double or triple coincidences and record simultaneously information on
of 3.6-MeV N H 2
fragment charge states, energies, and flight times from the target.

+

fragments arising from the dissociation

ions in a dilute Ar gas jet.

Although the triple coincidence

The
counting rates are low, the data are very clean (Fig. 16 shows an example)

system has been tested with various simple diatomic and triatomic projectiles
and the analysis is greatly simplified as compared with the results obtained
(H 2 + , HeH + f CH + , NM + , OH + , H 3 + , CH 2 + , NH 2 + , 0H 2 + , etc.).

Figure 15 showe a
vith foil targets.

spatial scan of the proton-proton double coincidence rate for the foil-induced
dissociation of 3.6-MeV 0H 2

ions.

Note that a given combination of
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 7.

Representative: energy spectra of fragments fron foil-induced

Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement at Argomie's

Coulomb explotions.1'4

4-MV Dynacitron accelerator.

(c- 3-McV 3 H e 9 T - 3 H e + + ; (d) 3-M«V 3 H e 0 + + 3 He + .

Schematic diagram showing a cross-sectional view of the detector

Fig. 8.

(a) 3-MeV H 2 + - H + ; (b) 3.5-MeV HeH + •• H + ;

Energy spectrum for protons emerging in the forward direction

chamber and movable detector systems at Argonne's 4-MV Dynaraitron

from a. 4.2-ug/cnT carbon foil bombarded by a 27.55-!leV H_

accelerator.

beara.

(a) Joint energy-angle distribution for protons arising fror
the dissociation of 1.4-MeV H ?

Fig. 9.

in an 88-X thick carbon foil.

(b) Tne corresponding energy spectrum of those protons emerging

Ring patterns for (a) 3.0-MeV H-+ •• H° in a 132-& carbon foil,
and (b) 3.63-MeV tieH+ -* H° in a 144-S carbon foil.

Fig. 10.

from cha target foil in the beam direction.

Energy spectra of protons tron 1-MeV H_
H_

(c) The corresponding angular distribution of thu

The dwell time of the ions in the target is 0.4 fsec.

irotons

-+ H . The incident

were first prepared by passage through a 330 A carbon

foil.

emerging from the target with an energy equal to that of the
Fig. 11.

Population distribution for the vibrational states of H^

ions

snail central peak in (b).
(shaded distribution) as deduced from the foil-induced
Fig. 4.

Joint energy-angle distributions for a) pritons from 3.0-MeV
HeH+ dissociating in a 195-R thick carbon foil and b)

dissociation of a 3.0-MeV H-

He44"

Joint energy-angle distributions for protons
and 3.0-MeV HeH

rora 1.2-MeV H.

f roni photo-dissociat Ion experiments
Fig. 12

are also shown.

Interaction potentials used in fitting the era. velocity

dissociating in gaseous Ar (7.8 mTirr) and
distributions of H

He (9.5 mTorr), respectively.
Fig. 13.
Fig. 6.

For comparison, the

distributions expected from a Franck-Condon model anc deduced

from 3.6-MeV 3 He + dissociating in a 118-A" thick carbon foil.
Fig. 5.

beam.

Kinematical relationships between rae parameters (E,9) measured

ion beaas.

3.5-MeV CQ 0 + bombarding a 133 X-thick C foil, and for (c) 0* +
and (d) N

the Incident projectile.

and (b) HeH

4+
2+
Zero-augle energy spectra for (a) 0
and (b) C
resulting fron

for the outgoing molecular-ion fragment of mass m. and its
velocity v in the center-of-mass (COM) system moving along with

from (a) H o

resulting from 3.5-MeV N 2 0 + bombarding a 160-X

thick C foil.13

17
Fig. 14.

4+
Energy widths measured for C
ions emerging at 0

from a

125-5 thick carbon foil bombarded by beans of CH

for

n = 3— 4.

#

The beans all have the same velocity (corresponding

to 194 keV/amu).
Fig. 15.

Coincidence counting rate for protons from 3.6-MeV OH, dissociating
in a 80-X titizk carbon foil.

The rate is plotted as a function
•:(

r

of the angle between the electrostatic analyzer (set on the
lov-energy, 0°, proton group) and one of the movable surface-barrier
detectors (see Figs. 1 and 2).
Fig. 16.

Top: H -S "*"-H triple coincidence counting rate for 3.6-MeV
NH., ions dissociating in an Ar gas-jet target.

N

ions are

detected at 0° in the electrostatic analyzer (Fig. 1 ) .
Protons are detected in the two movable detectors (Fig. 2). The
coincidence ra:e is plotted as a function of the angle between
the Csymaecr^-'ally placed) proton detectors and the bean direction.
3ottom: Saxe, but double coincidences (N
a 70-A-

carbon foil target.

— iT") obtained vith

In both figures the total (energy-

sutKned) proton-singles rates in the movable detectors are shown
as dashed curves.

In the top figure, the numbers (0,1,2,3) on the

dashed curve refer to the corresponding nitrogen-ion charge state.
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